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comparison between each item in the
dictionary(the dictionaries are nested
as well) and have to produce a new
dictionary which will have the most

similar items as well as will be
dynamically similar. The code that I
have is: import re import os import

glob def dictionary_similarity(d,
dict_to_compare): sum_pairs = 0 for
word in dict_to_compare.keys(): for
word1 in dict_to_compare[word]: for
word2 in dict_to_compare[word]: if
word1 in dict_to_compare[word2]

and word2 in
dict_to_compare[word1]: sum_pairs

+= 1 return sum_pairs /
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len(dict_to_compare) and the data to
be compared looks like: d_dict =

{'name': 'Alex','state':'NC'} d2_dict =
{'name': 'John','state':'TX'} d_list =

['Alex', 'John', 'Susan', 'Dave'] d2_list
= ['John', 'Alex', 'Dave', 'Susan'] The

input is both dictionaries and lists, but
for simplicity I have given my

example as such. I have tried using
this code: d_list = list(set(d_list)) It
will remove duplicates from the list,
but the comparison will still not be

valid. How can I achieve my desired
output? A: The code which you have
provided will not do what you want.

In order to get the similarity,
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